The Pocket Book is both artist book and desk organizer – an elegant place to collect and sort all the small notes and quotes scattered about your desk. Each page of this non-adhesive, three-section binding will be individually designed using your choice of constructed pockets and articulated foldouts selected from a collection of models. A varied selection of colorful graphic elements, decorative papers, and whimsical images will be provided to give each page personality and function (and you can bring some special images of your own if you wish!). Keith Smith’s dramatic rope pattern, using one or two colors, will be used to bind the book.

Instructional fee: $150  
Materials Fee: $30  
Enrollment limit: 15  
Location: Murie 306

Registration begins November 16, 2015 for non-degree students. Continuing students may register at UAOnline beginning November 9. All students may register at the Summer Sessions & Lifelong Learning secure registration website or by using the In-Person Registration Form. For questions about registration, call Summer Sessions at 474-7021.